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Did you know we offer solutions beyond traditional door and lock repair?
While locksmithing and access control continues to be our staple, we specialize in
providing numerous heavy-duty building “hardening” solutions. Lobby doors & garages
are often targeted by criminals to steal mail, packages, bikes, vehicles, tools, etc..
Reed Brothers Security strives to meet ALL of your security needs. Here are just some
of the many custom solutions we have provided throughout the bay area.
Wide-Stile (Wide-Frame) Doors





Ideal for perimeter/high traffic situations
Oversized top/center/bottom rails for maximum rigidity
Aluminum construction will not rust or corrode
Maintains visibility while increasing security

Custom Latch Guards






Spans the full length of the door
Custom designed to the measurements of the door & frame
Protects the door edge & frame from crowbar damage
Stainless Steel does not rust/corrode and offers superior
pry resistance
Powder coating available

Full-Length Hinges





Spans the full length of the door
Prevents “sagging” and misaligned doors, a common issue
with traditional butt hinges
Ideal for high traffic situations
Multiple finishes available

Restricted Key Systems




Authorized dealer of Primus XP, Medeco & Multilock
products
Prevents unauthorized key duplication
Superior Pick & Bump Resistance

Telephone Entry System Defense



Upgrade to a Medeco or ACE cam lock with a cylinder
guard ring
Custom hinged armor bracket with hidden shackle
padlock (hockey puck) makes the callbox very difficult
to pry open

Fire Department Knox Boxes




Securely store your building key(s) for emergency fire
department access
City of Oakland, Berkeley and San Leandro kept instock
Heavy-Duty design can be surface mounted, recessed
into the wall or welded in place.

Heavy-Duty Postal Key Keepers & Lock Boxes



Securely store your building key(s) for USPS carrier
access, contractors, vendors, housekeepers etc.
Heavy-Duty design can be surface mounted, recessed
into the wall or welded in place.

Heavy-Duty Iron Work





Custom fabrication and repairs
Scissor gates
Pedestrian gates/enclosures
Custom handrails

Window Frosting
 Hides packages & mailboxes from street view
 Provides privacy and security for the building
occupants

4C Mailboxes









Significantly stronger design than 4B/Vertical boxes
Very difficult to pry open
Parcel Lockers for secure package storage
Floor or wall mounted options
Frequently In-stock
Multiple finishes available
Prompt coordination with the USPS*

We take pride in serving the needs of our
community businesses and residences!
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A latch guard is one of the best ways to deter someone from trying to pry a door
open. Our custom heavy-duty latch guards deny unwanted access, withstand the
stress of pry attempts, and protect the door edge and frame from damage.

Low Security

-Small latch guards and unprotected
doors are vulnerable to being pried
open or damaged beyond repair and
offer little to no security.

-Our custom latch guards are made
from stainless steel, which offers
superior pry resistance compared to
aluminum/mild steel, and will not rust
or corrode.
-Our custom latch guards span the full
length of the door and are designed to
the exact specifications of your door
and frame.
-We install these latch guards with
thru-bolts and tamper-resistant
screws.
-We can powder coat latch guards to
maximize aesthetics.

RBS High Security
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A “wide-stile” door combines visibility, security and performance. This is an ideal
replacement for problematic entry doors that require frequent servicing and repairs.

Narrow Stile

-Wide-stile doors are made of 5” vertical stiles compared to
2” vertical stiles, making the door substantially more rigid
and less prone to warping and bending with frequent
usage.
-We design these doors with oversized top, center and
bottom rails to maximize the stiffness and rigidity of the
doors. Narrow stile doors have small top and bottom rails
without any center support, which will bend under stress
and with frequent usage.
-We recommend pairing these doors with our custom
stainless-steel latch guards, which will protect the door
edge and make the entry extremely difficult to pry open.
-Our wide-stile doors are installed with Grade-1/ADA
compliant hardware. Narrow-stile doors are usually
operated with less reliable hardware that will not
consistently latch/close the door.
-Our wide-stile doors include (2) pieces of ¼” laminated
glass, armored glass options are also available.

Wide-Stile
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Unlike traditional hinges, Continuous Hinges evenly distribute the stress of a swinging door along the full length of the door
& frame, diffusing the wear & tear from door closer kickback shock & eliminating door sag/binding. Our full length hinges
also deter vandalism by protecting the door from being pried open from the hinged edge of the door.
Butt hinges are commonly attached
with short screws. These screws will
fail under extreme stress such as
forced entry and crow bar attacks.

When butt hinges are the only available option,
we install them into the frame with 3.5” Screws
to secure the hinge to the wall studs.
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While standard keys can be reproduced by most hardware stores & locksmiths, Reed Brothers offers
restricted key systems with dealer specific key blanks that can only be duplicated by us. Duplication
of our high security keys requires ID verification and can only be obtained by someone listed on the
signature card.

Standard Key Systems (Schlage/Kwikset)
-Standard key cylinders are
vulnerable to “picking” and
“bumping”. These door
opening techniques are now
common knowledge to many
criminals.

Schlage’s Primus XP is
high security sidebar
cylinder mechanism that
brings an added level of
security and control to
any format of Schlage
cylinder. Aside from
thwarting unauthorized
key duplication, the
Primus features also
makes the cylinder pickresistant. There are nine
different levels of security
available with Primus,
making it a perfect fit for
any application needing
additional security.

Medeco is a market leader in high
security key systems and cylinders. The
company's customer base includes
wholesale and retail security providers,
original equipment manufacturers
(OEM), as well as institutional,
commercial, industrial, and residential
end-users. This trusted brand provides
products that offer maximum security,
safety, and control for schools, hospitals,
banks, vending machines and parking
meters, homes and offices, and much,
much more.

Mul-T-Lock is a worldwide leader in
developing, manufacturing and marketing
high-security locking products and access
control solutions for institutional, commercial,
industrial, and residential applications. From
patented key control to complete keying options
and in all the formats you need, Mul-T-Lock
Mechanical Platforms provide High Security
together with enhanced intrusion protection
with high resistance to pick, drill and bumping
attempts.

Bi-axial pin system
to resist picking
and bumping.
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We regularly stock heavy-duty key vaults, fort knox boxes, and postal key keepers. These boxes
allow; fire departments & paramedics to access the building during emergency situations, postal
carriers to deliver mail & packages, and secure key storage for contractors and service vendors.

Low Security
-Thin-wall aluminum key safes are vulnerable to pry
attacks and compromise the security of your building and
its occupants.
-Surface mounted key safes are prone to vandalism.
Criminals often use heavy duty tools to remove these
boxes from the wall, cut them open and remove the
building key. This usually requires a locksmith to rekey
the affected doors and produce new keys, which can be
very expensive and unnecessary.
-Common key safes use an exposed shackle which can
easily be cut off with hand tools.
-Our custom recessed key vaults are virtually
indestructible and require power tools for removal.
Multiple finishes and designs are available and regularly
in stock.
-Our surface mounted key keepers are installed with
heavy duty fasteners, making it extremely difficult to pry
or hammer off the wall.
-City of Oakland, Berkeley, and San Leandro Fire
Department Knox Boxes are kept regularly in-stock.

RBS High Security
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Telephone Entry Systems are a great solution for electronic access but are also extremely vulnerable
to pry attacks. Our pivoting security brackets add a heavy-duty layer of defense and are fabricated
onsite for a custom fit. We install this bracket with a “hockey puck” padlock which makes it
extremely difficult to remove without a key.

Low Security

-Telephone Entry Systems are usually constructed of thin
gauge steel and a low security cam-lock. When left
unprotected, these boxes can be easily pried open.
-Telephone Entry Systems are commonly used by USPS for
mail carrier access. The USPS key switch is often targeted by
criminals after the box has been pried open, allowing them
easy access to steal packages, mail, and more.
-Our custom pivoting security brackets are made out of heavyduty angle iron, and are designed to cover the low security
cam lock and the edge of the box where it is commonly pried.
-We secure this bracket with a “hockey puck” padlock. This
padlock has a hidden shackle making it extremely difficult to
cut off. When the padlock is removed, the bracket will swing to
the side and expose the cam-lock, allowing access to the box
when necessary.
-We finish the bracket in grey primer/cold galvanizing
compound. The bracket can be painted over (by others) or left
as is.
-Onsite fabrication allows us to make this bracket custom to
any kind of entry system with a swinging door.

RBS High Security
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4C Mailboxes and Cluster Box Units offer the most protection for your mail and are
approved by the USPS. These boxes are significantly stronger than 4B/Old Style
mailboxes and are very difficult to pry open.

Low Security Mailboxes
-4B Mailboxes are constructed of thin wall aluminum and
are very easy to pry/bend open. Once these boxes are
pried open they cannot be repaired.
-4C/CBU Mailboxes are constructed of heavy-duty
aluminum and stainless steel. These boxes can be
recessed into the wall, floor/wall mounted or free
standing.
- 4C/CBU Mailboxes have with (1) outgoing mail slot. This
mail slot can be disabled with our custom heavy-duty slot
blocker to deter vandalism and pry attacks.
-Individual unit boxes are secured with a heavy-duty
stainless-steel hook lock on a recessed door, making it
extremely difficult to pry open.
-Boxes are customizable and can be configured in any
way, parcel lockers provide storage for larger items and
small packages. We regularly stock 8, 12 & 13 unit boxes.
-These indoor/outdoor boxes are available in popular
finishes such as Aluminum, Sandstone, and Bronze.
-We coordinate with the USPS mechanic for federal lock
installation*
*USPS is a federal agency, we cannot guarantee their punctuality.

4C/CBU
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Window frosting on glass lobby doors & windows is becoming an effective solution to
deterring break-ins. Mailboxes and packages are often visible from the street which attracts
criminals and thieves. Vandalized doors and mailboxes are significantly more expensive and
complicated to replace, frosting your glass can help prevent those situations.
-Window frosting film can be applied so that safety is not
compromised and allows for visibility where it is necessary,
such as exiting the building.
-Eye level partitions allow the user to see if there is a person on
the other side of the door, avoiding potential injury or damage
to the door.

